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The human life can be viewed as a sequence of actions (which 
can be grouped inte activities) taking place in time and space. 

For each activity a specific time interval, out of the given (lim
ited) individual time resources, is chosen. Each activity requires 
as inputs (in addition to time) such resources as capital, energy, 
land, water etc . The outcome or result of each activity, called 

also output, can take the form of a materiał geod (in case of pro
ductive activities), services (education, recreation etc.), or a 

nonmaterial good (e.g. authority, friendship, political power 

etc.). 

In the model of activities studied here the individual takes 
inte account the prices of inputs and outputs and evaluates each 
activity according to a given goal or utility function, concerned 

with output and input costs, or profit. He is called efficient 

when he is able to derive (and implement) for each activity and 
the given input time the best endowments of input resources. 

Efficiency is regarded here as a measure of decision maker's 

performance. In many cases the geod performance requires, in addi

tion, that decision maker be able to allocate (optimally) the re
sources, in the presence of competition. As an example consider 
the travelling salesman who is visiting severa! markets in order 

to sell goods priced p. Due to competition from other salesmen he 
is facing the problem of access to markets and it is reasonable to 

assume that only a part of his goods will be sold at price p. That 
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.part depends first of all on the demami (market capacity) and on 
the number of suppliers (supplied goods). The competition may also 
increase the salesman's input costs (travel, accommodation, mar
keting etc.) and it results in a decrease of utility. Due to com~ 
petition the access induced conflicts may also develop. It is 
therefore important to take into account the utilities of al1 the 
agents who compete at the markets and find the time allocation 
strategies which are Pareto optimal. The efficient decisiqn makers 
who are, in addition, able to follow (and implement) such strate
gies ca~ be called effective. Effectiveness is understood here as 
an ultimata standard against which the individual performance can 
be evaluated. Effectiveness is also a prerequisite to achieve max
imum of utility, which is regarded as success. The theory of suc
cess, described in the present paper, ·is concerned mainly with the 
strategies of allocation of time, capital and the like resources 
in order to achieve success. 

The individual activity . model can be extended to deal with 
organization (which is a voluntary collective of individuals witb 
a chosen leader, who is making decisions in the name. of the col
lective). 

The modela presented employ some concepts of G.S.Becker [1], 
and M.D.Intrilligator [2,3) and are based on a number of assump
tions concerned with existence of utilities. It is shown for each 
model that a unique effective strategy exists and can be explic
itly derived. The basie principles of success, i.e. achieving max
imum of utility, are also formulated. Since the theory of success 
is both descriptive and normative, if can be used to derive the 
strategies for decision support. Different aspects of that theory 
were developed and already applied to a number of practical prob
lems in Refs.[4+8]. 

z... Models ,Q!. Individual Ąctiyities 
Consider an individual who performs an activity using as in

puts: ·time interval T (which is a given part of pla~ing horizon) · 
and other resources (capital, land, energy, water etc.) denoted by 
Xir.• k=l ••. K. The output X can be written· in the form of a produc
tion function: 
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X= F(T,x1 , •.. • Xic), 
where Fis increasing, differentiable, strictly concave and homo
geneous (constant return to scale) so one can write the monetary 

value of output: Y = pX, in the form 

. Y = pTf (u1 , • • ";:) , ~ = ~/T, V k, ( 1 ) 

where ~ are called factor endowments, p - output price. 
The property of "constant return" makes it impossible to gen

erate output by simple change of units of measurements (e.g. by 
changing 1$ to 100 cents). 

The monetary value of thę cost of activity 
K 

C = T E "it~ , UO = 1 , ( 2 ) 
. k=O 

"it - prices of factors ~, V k. 

One of the objectives of a decision maker is to find ~ ~ ~, 
Vk; such that Y is maximum, subject to •input cost constraint, or -

alternatively - maximum profit Il - Y - · c . 
Since n is strictly concave a unique optimum vector u~ Q exists 

and it can be derived by solving the eqs. Il~(u) = o, V k. Then 

the output (1) can be written 

Y = pbT, 

where b = f(u1 , •.. ~) can be called optimum productivity of time. 
Consider, as an example, the Cobb-Douglas production function 

Y = pATaKl-a, O< a< 1, 

K - capital, A, a - given positive coefficients 
and the cost constraint 

wTT + w~ :s C , 

"'T' "'K labour and capital unitary costs. 
It is possible to show that (see e.g. [8]) 

u = 1 
~ ( a "'T )a b - A -- --

1-a "'K 

Consider nowa decision maker who is concerned with m alter-

nativę activities Aj, . j 

Yj = pjbjxj, 
in sucha way that 

m 
L xj = T. 

j=l 

.l, ••• m, each described by the function 

Vj, xj - time of activity Aj, 
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.Among Aj one does not take inte accoW1t the r_outine activities, 

vhich do not require decisic,n lHlting. 
Assllllling the ind.ividual's choice proł:labi1ities aj s xj/T, Vj, 

• I a • l; to be known one can derive the expected outcoJDes 
j•l j 

't'j C ·3 l 

vhere ij can be cal1ed the ll.otivati.on index. 
Each probability aj rep.resents the internal a:tt.ractiveness of 

Aj ror the individual and, .generall.y, it depends on , a lll.ll!iber L of 

criteri:A o:r val.ues. Anong tnese va1ues one can list.: nourishment, 

lodging, health, recreation, security, authority, religiou.s and 

political va1ues etc. Fol1owing the ~odel. of probabi1isti.c indi

viduaL choice, introduced by Intrill.igator (see Ref. (2 .,3]), one 

can write 
L 

•j „ I vlcxlj 
l=-1 

.where v1 - given weignts, attached to 

a1 j-prc,babil.ity that "individual 

account solely cri terion 1. . 

~riteria 1 , vl.>O, E v1 - i; 
. 1 

'will. ch<Xlse Aj taking into · 

In the present !lodel of alternatlve activities the decision 

. malter finds out that - the accOlllplislllllent of an outc::ome is 

eguivalent to CJllllbling at a lott,ery. The lottery · can be imagined 

as a ci:rcl.e vith unit ~irCUDlfere:n~ subdivided into arcs of 

lengths a 1 .... . •• and a fair pointer vb:.ich spina aro\llld. "Mlen i t ' 

comes to a stop in t::be a.re o~ l.ength aj. the_ priae r j = PibjT is 
tne outcome. using the l.ottery model to st11dy the .risky action_s 

one is using · it only- once and tne outc«.e -indica.tes a simple 

alte.rnative chosen. Repeating the process of gampling one arrives 
at an allocation of total time T am<>ng the_. L alternatives, .s:uch 

that 

Tj• ajT, V j. 

FolLowing Von lfeumnn's and Morgertstern•s axiomatic theory of 

utility _(see e.g.[9)), one can vrite '1:ne eąected ~ut;_.i1ity o~ the 

lottery 
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Thus, ·whenever the . assumptions of that theory hold, there 

ex:ists a utility function, preserving order (Y1ó!: Y2ó!: •••• Ym) and 

satisfying the expectation principle: The utility of a lottery 

equals expected utility of its_ outcome . 
. In the present · paper it is assumed that utility depends on 

two factors: 

a.Expected financia1 outcome ij 
· b.Financial award (e . g.savings or profit) 

sj = wxj, 1/j ( 6 ) 

where 
1 _ Iii _ K 

w= TJ (Yj - Cj) =j~l (Bj - k~l~~j), ( 7 ) 

t\:j - .factor endo'Wlllent for the activity Aj, Vj; 
is the average ex:pected profit per unit of time. 

According to the experimental evidence it is assumed that for an 

alternative .Aj the utility function ł[sj, Yj) increases- in both 

monetary variables sj , Yj and is strictly concave and homogeneous 

(called i!lso "risk averse") . · 

In other words the utility can.be wi::itten i n the form 

o= E ~[sj'Y,j] = I Yjtp·(-;.t 1· = r iijTq>( wxj ) , ( 8 ) 
j=l · j=l j j=l -

BjT 
where fi is strictl-y cóncave ·and increasing ( q>'( · )>O ) . 

The probiem _which faces .the efficient decision maker· can be 

·fonulated _as ~o11ows: find the vector x = (x1 , . ••. ~) ~ ~, which 

naximizes tJ(x); i.e. 

wbere 

{,J(~) = max U(x) 
XE'C 

O= { xl I ::xt' T, · xjó!:O, Vj }. 
j 

si~ce fi _is strictly concave and, accordirig to assumptions, there 

· is no stationary point of U(x) within O it must belong to the 

ł>order line of c,_ or -:- ' in. _other w~rds - the constraint j xj :s T is 

active. włli1_e- Xjó!:ą, 'lfj, are not active ('one can show this by checking 

ICuhri-Tucker conditions). '!'hen the first order optimality 

conditions :become: 
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u~j = 9>'( :Xj ]w= A= const, Vj 
BjT 

~ xj „ T. 

It can be easily shown ( see Ref. [ 7 J ) that the optimum strategy 
becomes 

~ ~j = T, 
i 

and 

uc*> = iT,Cw/i> 

m 
i= E ij , Vj 

j=l 

ł(wT,BT) 

( 9 ) 

(10) 

When bjpj = const, Vj, the optimum strategy (9) becomes ~j = ajT' 
Vj, i.e. it takes into account the •internal" factors only. In the 
generał case (9) ~j is modified to take inte accoupt, as well, the 
•external" factors bjpj' Vj. When aj= const, Vj, the strategy is 
motivated by •external" factors only. 
Observe also that u · is expressed in monetary units, linear in T 

and strictly concave (increasing) in award WT and output iT. It is 
possible to show that for linear ł all _the time resources T should 
be alloted to Aj 0 with the largest performance index Bj0 = mix Bj. 

An advantage of the theory is that the resulting utility (10) 

is an increasing function_ of aggregated moti vation index ii and 

award rate w only. However, the substitution of these two factors 
is possible. For example, the young, ambitious entrepreneurs may 
care less for award than for the outcome of activity (because it 
gives them prestige and an image of success), while the older 
businessmen may care for award mostly. 

For a fixed level V= ij and t given expli~itly one can derive 

w~ g(B), which is a solution of U= ł(w,B)T. For example, in the 
case of Cobb-Douglas utility function 

U= cw~B1-~T, O <fJ< 1, 

one gets 

w= { ~T B(J-1} 

1/fJ 

The marginal rate of substitution 
where u= wjB is the award rate. 
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The elasticity of substitution , E ds : ~ for su s u 
Cobb-Douglas function is equal unity. It corresponds to the situa-

tion when one substitutes outcome by award proportionally to al

ready achieved u. Such property of utility function may be re

garded as too restrictive. As an alternative one can assume, as a 

model of utility, the constant elasticity of substitution func

tion, where Esua v+l, ve[-1,0), s = l~v „v+l, 1'e[0,1J, and v,1' -

given parameters. 

To find the numerical value of optimum u•~. one can reason 

as f _ollows. It is necessary to _attach certain weights, say w1 , w2 , 

to the award and output respectively. These weights depend on the 

age, ambition, accepted standard of living, postponed consu,mption 

(savings) and external parameters (taxes) etc. Then the .problem is 

to maximize ł(wT,BT) subject to wTw1 + BTw2 = c0 , where c0 - a 

constant. 

The necessary and sufficient (due to strict concavity of ł) 

conditions of optimality become: 

~~ (·) + AWlT = ~B (·) + AW2T = O 
where w= ł + AC0 , A - Lagrange multiplier. 

These conditions can be used to derive the optimum award 

rate, which for Cobb-Douglas function becomes: 
A _ (3 W2 . 

u - 1-~ "1 . 
When ~ (which . can be called the "equitable reward rate") is 

Jcnown and fixed one can reduce the generał utility maximization 

problem to the simple discrete optimization problem: 

N 
max E aj(x)tij 

xeC j=l 

where 
M M 

w =j~tj(x)(tij-cj] , B =j~tj(x)(Jj 

ej . = cost of j-th activity per unit of time 

The admissible set C becomes 
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In that problem M is the number of potentially possible 

activities, out of which a number m :s M of pre.ferable activities 

is choosen (Le. derived). In the simpler situation, when M is 

small and constraint is not active, one can try to maximize B by 

accepting activities with large ajlłj value and rejecting those 

with small ajlłj , Vj. Such a process can be also called 

"matching" (of the intrinsic preferences vector a~ { a 1 , •••• am} 

to the vector of extrinsic opportunities Ił~ {lł 1 , •••• /łm}· 
In other words a success minded entrepreneur should scan the 

field of potentia! activities in order to find the most preferable 

(maximizing utility) set of m activities subject ~o the constraint 

that his reward rate is not less~-

Assume therefore, that n decisioh makers ( Di, i=l, ••• n) 

(e.g. salesmen) having Ti time resources, Vi, compete at the same 

markets (Aj 1 j=l, •.• m) so the expected outcomes becÓme 

= _- ~ . 
yj - BjQj n , 1/j 

~ X 
v=l vj 

where Qj - given market shares, xij - part of Ti r~source allo-

cated by Di to Aj' Vij. • 
It is convenient to write Q. = 

J 
qjQ' where Q is the total 

assumed that Q is less the demand, rqj = 1, qj 
j 

total demand ! Tv>· 

> o, Vj ( it is 

Then the utilities of Di ( taking into account (8)) become 

Since 

for ~ij = 
it is possible 

Pareto optima!, 

m BjQxij 
= E 

j=l De 
V Vj 

~ B Ti, B ~ Bj' 

to prove that the 

while (Ref. [7]): 
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(14) 

It should be observed that for growing the access 

- I\ probability Qj/ł,Tv----+ 1 and the expected outcomes Yj(xi) -4 

Y j (!łi), Vj while Ui (!łi) -4 Ui (!łi), \fi, so the model with 
competition can be regarded as an extension of (8)+ (10) model. 

On the other hand, introducing given access probabilities qj 1 Vj, 

one can express alternatively (instead of (3)) the expected 

outcomes 

and derive xij ~ iij' Vi,j, maximizing (8) by ( 9) , i.e. 

xij = ~ Vi,j, B = :r Bj, (15) Ti, 
B j 

That strategy is equivalent to (1,j) when q .= qjQjI:Tv, Vj 
J V 

and Oi= Ui(xi) = Ui(~i) = iji' Vi. 
It should be noted that in the process of proving (13),(14) 

it is essenti,al that there is no stationary point within ni, Vi 

(i.e. grad u1 (xi) >O). If e.g. rp is losing concavity (the indi

vidual is risk fond) unstable strategies (see Ref.[6]) or bifur

cations follow. 

According to the definition given in paper [7] a risk averse 

decision maker, who maximizes utility u1 (by allocating time and 

other resources for each activity Aj), is called effici~nt. When, 

in addition, he is able to cope with the access problem (competi-

tion) using Ui and Pareto optimality approach (13) he is called 

effective. 

As already mentioned, in order to be effective one has to 

know the access situation, i.e. demand to supply ratio Qj/~Tv. 

Otherwise he has to use the efficient strategy (with access proba

bility qj), .but a loss of utility (01 < Ui) may fellow. If e.g. 

one makes decision to stay at a hotel, based on qj rather than 

inquiry and reservation, he may find the hotel occupied and a loss 

of utility fellows. The loss is here the price paid for imperfect 
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information. Ganerally, to achieve effectiveness the efficient 
decision makers should engage in an exchange of information and 
negotiations, if necessary, which may end up in a market sharing 

process. 
The main problem of .the theory of success is to plan a 

strategy of success, i.e. an allocation of resources among 
activities in sucha way that maximum of expected utility follows. 

The main results of that theory can be summarized in _the form 

of the following basie principles: 

~ principles Qf. success: 
1. Choose the best award rate O. 
2. Choose the best (i.e. maxi,ally motivated) 

activities, by matching a,b,p,q vectors and 

award rate O. 

subset of 

observing 

3. Assign resources to activities in proportion to motivation 

indices Bj, Vj. 
4. When in doubt consult the computerized success support 

system (triple S) which solves the problem (11). 
In agreement with these principle~ young people are trying to 

match their inborn abilities, tastes or preferences (a), (and ac
quire skills (b) by education) to the expected job opportunities 

(p), while the older are looking for jobs matching their skills 
and tastes. 

l... Models .o! orąanizations 
The theory of effective activities can be extended to deal 

(besides individuals) as well - with organizations. 
By an organization one understands here a voluntary collec

tiva of individuals with a chosen leader who is making decisions 
in the name of collectiva. The leader is also organizing (direct
ing and checking implementation of decisions) and awarding ·indi
viduals (out of organization income). In the model studied here 
n organizations are givan with • 1 , i=l~ ••• n individu~ls each •. 

The utility of the individuals are of the form (12) i.e. 

m 
u11 = I: C 

j=l 
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Vj,l,i l=l, ... Ni 
Each individual has an admissible set of activities 

n 11 = { x11 jl E xilj ~ T1 , xilj Ł o ·, Vi,l,j}, (17) 
j . 

It . is assumed that the leader (as an individual) possesses 

the utility of the form (16) but instead of personal he uses the 

collective aggregated resources and is motivated by the aggregated 

preferences. Constructing the model of organization, in such a 

way, one avoids a difficult problem of assigning utilities to 

organization. 

The leader's aggregated time resources t 1 and preferences ej 

are assumed to be 

Ni Ti Vi {18) 

1 ~ N E c c1 = ~ cj1 vj,l (19) 
i 1 1 j 

Ti = 

ej = 

It should be mentioped that (18), (19) require a democratic 

form of management (the leader should be equally sensitive to 

individual preferences cj1/c1 , Vj,l, within organization). 

When bjpjqj = const Vj one gets by (19): 

Ni 
ij = ½- L lljl , Vj (20) 

i l=l 
As shown in .Ref. (7) the values of ij'· ' derived by averaging indi-

vidual preferences (aj 1), can be regarded (under assumptions of: 

l.existence, 2.unanimity for a loser, i.e . when all individuals 

reject an alternative so does society, and 3 . strict and equal sen

sitivity to individual probabilities) as the social chcice. 

Extending the notion of efficiency, by assuming 
Ni 

xij =1E1xilj, Vi,j, 

and of effectiveness (for leadeLs of organizations) one can prove 

( see Ref. ( 7)) that the unique sets of effecti ve strategies for 

leaders 

~-. = ..:1_, e = E ej Vi, j (21) 
l.J e , i j 

and employee.s 

~ilj = ..:i.!_ 
Cl = E Cjl Vi,l,j (22) C Ti I 

1 j 
exist, and 
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Vi,l (23) 

_i_., [ w~ tv ] , 
0 1C~1l = C ~1 

I: t C 
V V 

Vi (~4) 

It should be observed that organizations' (i.e.leaders') pref-
erence structure i~ (i1 , ••• im) is not ,fixed and can be changed by 
proper employment and reorganization policy. By employi_ng people 
with proper preferences, or aspiration vector (_a1 ), and skills 
(b1 ), one can get i, 6 - vectors which match well the market op
portunities i ,.e. (p,q) vectors . For that reason a mathematician 
may work effectively within large business organization, which 
employs mostly ecomists and managers being, at -the same time, 
ineffective in making individual business. 

4, Extensions and applications 
It should be observed that though some concepts underlying 

the theory of success were already formulated by household 
economists, noticeably G.Becker [1], or social choice economists 
e.g. M.D.Intrilligator [2,3], this theory is not just another 
branch of economic sciences. 

The economic formulation of outcome, costs and profit, based 

on prices as units of measurement is not indispensable. 
There are situations where prices as . measure of output are 

generally unknown, as e.g. in science and education. It is , 
however, possible to describe output of a university in terms of 
paper published or students graduated. The award of a teacher is 
the number of studenta who have passed the . examination with good 
marks and which contribute to the teacher's reputation - (the 
teacher's salary is usually correlated with the reputation). In 
order to compare the output with the cost of teaching (and derive 
award)- one can take into account the time foregone for preparation
of lectures, administrative work etc. and convert this into the 
number of studenta foregone. 
When the teacher is si:,ecializing in several subjects (sucłi as 
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mathematics ·, physics, chemistry etc.} with preferences a 1 , .•• am 
and his skills are b 1 , .•• bm respectively, he can derive the opti
mum strategy to allocate his time T to teaching activities by (9), 

assuming motivation indices Aj= ajbj , Vj. When, in addition, the 
competition from other teachers, characterized by qj, Vj, is 

taking place, his strategy should be corrected by using 

Bj = ajbjqj, Vj indices. 
Obviously, it is possible to give more examples of applica

tions of the theory of success for individuals as well as organi
zations, e.g. political parties trying to win election, research 
institutes and consulting firms trying to win contracts, firms 

dealing with services, including the s,o called "public goods" etc. 

(see Ref.[4+8]). 

So far, in the models studied, the time-resource owner was 

allocating time among · a number of given alternatives, while the 

rest of resources, e.g • . capital, was borrowed or rented. In 

similar way the capital owner (e.g.the banker) can start with 

allocation of his capital and find the necessary labour and the 
rest of resources. Such a model was described in Ref.[7]. 

When time and capital owners try to allocate their resources 

in the form of m given joint ventures their strategies may, 

generally, differ and a negotiation process is required to arrive 

at the common consensus strategy. Such a situation may happen, for 

example, when a number of research organizations is competing in 

order to get government support (contracts}. As shown in Ref.[8] 

the effective strategies and a consensus strategy, which is 

effective for both sides, exists and can be explicitly derived. 

It should be also noted that the success theory presented 
enables one to understand better the process of decision making 

when alternative activities are planned as well as enables him to 

avoid possible pitfalls or fallacies. First of all it is necessary 

to notice that success is defined in the paper in the individual, 

i.e. subjective, form (as maximum of expected utility attainable 

for differen_t strategi.es out of a set of alternative activities). 

So~e care must be here taken to avoid a possible fallacy. The pop
ular belief that a universal strategy exists among the set of pos

sible strategies, ensuring success_, is a fallacy. In other words, 
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.the fallacy is the assumption that an optimum strategy for one 
person is also optimum for another person. According to the suc
cess theory two persons with, generally, different utility func
tions will po~ses also different optimum award rates ~i,i=l,2 and 
aj coefficients. These persons, when confronted with large set of 
alternative activities, will choose different subsets Le. · such 

combinations of activities, which make wi/Bi closer to ~i and max
imize Bi. One can not maintain, however, that when both persons 
achieve their optimum strategies they would be equally happy (it 
is due to the fact that their utility functions are, generally, 

different). 
Another fallacy is that a concrete person possesses an 

universal constant success strategy. As already demonstrated the 
optimum award rate ~ may change with individual's age, social 

status, taxes, business opportunities and the optimum strategy 
changes as well. That property explains the known fact that some 
people become unhappy though seemingly nothing has changed in 
their everyday activities. Since one deals here with expected 
utilities the successfullness is not an inherent virtue of an in
dividual but rather his statistical advantage. 

Another fallacy is expressing opinions on other individual's 

success judging by one's own standards. 

The theory of succes~ can be also used to explain behaviour 
of organizations, when they are confronted with sudden changes of 
market opportunities, tax changes, competition, as well as the 
change of organization leadership. 

Besides being descriptive the theory is also normative. It 
enables construction of a decision support system. The system 

operates by exchanging information with decision maker by: 

a) asking for information regarding aj, Vj and~ coefficients 
b} analyzing market opportunities and f.inding optimum combina

tion of coefficients 
c) suggesting to the decision maker the best stra~egies for al

location of resources. 

It should be noted that the support system does not need in
formation regarding decision maker's utiiity function and consequ

ently it does not bother him with utility identification problem. 
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